Data Sheet

Do Continuous Delivery Right…
with XL Release
Track, plan and execute your entire software delivery pipeline
Looking for a way to ship software faster while managing risk
and maintaining quality?
Is your software release process plagued by unnecessary
delays, failures and manual coordination effort?
 xecute, orchestrate and
E
collaborate on releases
in the most efficient way
possible.
	Get detailed insight into
release processes: where
you are, who did what,
why, when, and more.
	Visualize your release flow
in a central up-to-date
dashboard for Dev, Ops
and business users.
Easily identify and resolve
bottlenecks.

Tired of 9 a.m. catch-up calls and emergency production
troubleshooting?

Implementing Continuous Delivery (CD) is the next phase of Agile for
software development teams: you need to manage your software pipeline
from end to end in order to continuously release good code. CD means
writing code in small batches, integrating continuously, testing constantly,
and automating as much of the process as you can… then feeding back
the results to constantly improve.
As projects become more complex, you need a scalable way to manage
your pipelines… and that’s where Continuous Delivery Management with
XL Release comes in.

 anage a mix of manual
M
and automated tasks.
Implement at your own 		
pace – move progressively
from manual to
fully-automated pipe lines.
Easily plug in your existing
tool set.
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Continuous Delivery Management with XL Release
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 eliver better software,
D
faster and at scale, by
managing, monitoring and
continuously improving
your software release
process
	
Proactively avoid delays
and release failures by
tracking resource conflicts,
dependencies and
pending tasks.
	
Accelerate your delivery
process and reduce risk
by replacing manual
activities with automated
tasks and by standardizing
release plans.
 ransform your current
T
release process into an
automated delivery
pipeline.
Start doing Continuous
Delivery right… in
incremental steps, on your
own schedule.

XebiaLabs gives you the tools
you need to deliver higher quality
software, faster, at scale.
Our solutions for DevOps and
Continuous Delivery bring speed,
clarity, and simplicity to your
software delivery practice.
Visit xebialabs.com for more info.

XL Release is the most advanced and intuitive Continuous Delivery
Management software anywhere.
It manages and automates the software delivery pipeline for an application,
including all related components and services. XL Release is specifically
designed to help teams get better results from their Agile, Continuous Delivery,
DevOps and Test-driven development initiatives.

XL Release Features
Data-driven release dashboard

Use detailed data about your process
to make your release decisions and
continuously optimize. XL Release’s
dashboard acts as a single source of
release status “truth” for everyone involved in making the release a success.

Intuitive tool for all team members

Introduces one way of working for both
technical and less technical DevOps
team members. It’s easy for people of
all skill levels to get started fast, realize
benefits immediately and then automate and improve at their own pace.

Integrates easily

Works with the existing tools in your
environment like Jenkins, Puppet, Git,
JIRA and ServiceNow.

Supports automation, simplifies
manual execution

Orchestrates both manual and automated tasks. You can leverage your
existing IT investment while exercising
complete control over your entire software release process.

Creates automatic audit trail

Provides a full audit trail and gathers
evidence for compliance, so you can
mitigate risk for your software delivery
process. Capture clear metrics to measure your process and improve!

Deliver higher-quality software to your customers, faster, at scale!
And say goodbye to miles of spreadsheets, conflicting versions of
release plans, tired 9 a.m. catchup calls, and continuous firefighting.

Try XL Release today – it’s free.
https://xebialabs.com/products/xl-release/community/
Orasi is a leading provider of
software testing services using
market-leading test management,
test automation, enterprise testing,
environment hosting, and mobile
testing technology.
Visit orasi.com for more info.

Learn more at
https://xebialabs.com/products/xl-release/

